
How Stats are Posted 
 
This document explains how scoresheets are entered into the website database. Once 
entered, the system produces the reports that you see on the stats page. The reason that 
this was created was to make sure that everyone who plays or manages understands why 
there are mistakes and misspellings each year. 
 
Here is the life cycle: 
 
1. On game day the official scorekeeper transcribes the line-upthat was handed to them 

by the team manager to the scoresheet. Here are some common problems that come 
up. 

 
a. Manager writes line-up cards sloppy. This leads to it being entered with 

misspellings.  
 
b. Manager has two people on his roster with the same name and sometimes 

hands the line-up in without the players’ Jr or Sr suffix when only one of 
them show up. 

 
c. Manager hands in line-up with abbreviations. This leads to guess work by 

every one involved when entering the sheet. 
 
2. At set intervals the statistician enters the sheets into the database. 
 

a. Each year as teams change names and rosters, we are unable to use any of 
the previous data. This means everything starts from a clean slate. 

 
b. For the first round of stats, entry of scoresheets takes longer due to 

entering the names of from the scoresheet. Once a player has been entered, 
they will appear for that team on any subsequent games. This means that if 
that first scoresheet has an incorrectly spelled name, it is probably going to 
stay there until we hear to change it. 

 
c. As games are entered for each team it gets easier as there are less “new” 

players introduced. 
 

d. It is important to understand that if anything is incorrect from 1a, 1b, 1c it 
slows the process down and usually needs to be corrected at some later 
time. 

 
3. Finally the stats are released to the website on set intervals. 
 

a. Industrial League, stats are posted 3 times during the season and the final 
(4th) stats are held off until trophies are handed out. 



b. Sunday Mens and Saturday Leagues stats are posted twice during the 
season and then the final (3rd) stats are held off until the banquet. 

 
c. Coed is not done through this system but we will post them on the site if 

the commission gets them to us. 
 
If you notice a mistake, please use the “contact us” link to get it to our attention. Note, I 
cannot change an error to a hit or visa-versa. The official scorekeeper has the final say on 
that. 
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